
Preface

The aging of the world population is becoming more and more serious. It has cre-

ated an increasing need for new and innovative assistive technologies to improve older

adults’ lives while reducing the burden placed on the healthcare system and caregivers.

Older adults are at significant risk of having multiple chronic diseases and associated

functional impairment. For many older adults, these concerns are further compounded

by the presence of cognitive impairment such as dementia. Dementia is considered to

be one of the greatest challenges for health and social care in the 21st century. A

significant challenge in dementia is achieving an accurate and timely diagnosis. If the

patient can have proper medical treatment at an early stage, then the dementia growth

can be delayed by months to years. Moreover, because of the ongoing novel coronavirus

disease (COVID-19) pandemic, healthcare experts and doctors advised older adults to

live in isolation since they have a high risk of contracting the virus. Individuals need

to complete Activities of Daily Living (ADL) to function independently at home. ADL

consists of necessary self-care activities such as eating, cooking, drinking, dressing, tak-

ing medication, and sleeping. Many older adults with mental illnesses and chronic

diseases have difficulties in performing ADL tasks.

Meanwhile, older adults prefer to live in their own homes for as long as possible

rather than move to aged care facilities. Consequently, smart homes have become

an active research domain, especially in providing healthcare and assistive services.

Smart homes employ various sensors, actuators, and computational elements to help
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the inhabitants in many possible situations and assist them with daily activities. They

involve many technologies, including ADL recognition, future ADL prediction, early

diagnosis of illness, and prompting system. Such technologies focus on augmenting

current health care services to help older adults live a quality of independent life in

their places and extend the time that an older adult can live self-sufficiently.

The existing literature considered different sensor modalities to gather human activ-

ities information for developing assistive technologies, including environmental sensors,

wearable sensors, and video sensors. However, video sensors are not practical due to

privacy issues, and the accuracy of wearable sensors relies upon the body attachment

position. Next, most of the existing literature on ADL recognition considers class bal-

anced data, while the real-life datasets are significantly imbalanced. Such imbalanced

training data can result in a biased system optimized to favor the majority classes while

failing to recognize the minority classes. In addition to these, prior works either use

hand-crafted features or high-level features to recognize the ADL. Moreover, until now,

research on ADL recognition has mostly centered around offline recognition. The un-

predictability of future events and the requirement of dealing with the un-segmented

activity streams make online ADL recognition very challenging.

In this thesis, we investigate different smart sensing based approaches for supporting

the independent living of the elderly. We primarily focus on environmental or external

sensors for unobtrusive monitoring such as infrared motion, magnetic door, light, or

temperature sensors. These sensors are embedded in the environment or objects of daily

living. Their non-intrusive characteristics make them suitable for assistive technologies

where user acceptance and privacy are needed. The first contribution of this thesis is

to detect dementia at an early stage using unobtrusive sensor data. As a solution, this

work proposes an early dementia detection system using older adults’ travel pattern

classification. We use the environmental sensor signals for sensing the movements of

older adults. The system segments the movements into travel episodes and classifies
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them using a recurrent neural network. The second contribution of this thesis is to

predict the ADL older adults will perform ahead of time. We propose a multi-task

activity prediction system that jointly predicts future activities’ labels, locations, and

starting times. In this work, the observed sequence of previous activities characterizes

future activities. The next contribution of this thesis is to recognize ADL in real-

time through supervised learning. This work proposes a system that unobtrusively

recognizes ADL in real-time from streaming sensor data addressing the long-tailed

class distribution problem. The proposed system effectively combines deep learned

features with hand-crafted features to recognize ADL better. In the last contribution,

we address the problem of recognizing ADL through transfer learning that can leverage

labeled data from a different smart home. As a solution, this work proposes a transfer

network for ADL recognition through unsupervised domain adaptation between smart

homes with different spatial layouts and sensor deployment.


